Semiconductor

SEMICONDUCTOR
AI-based FMEA assistant
DESCRIPTION
The demonstrator develops a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) Assistant tool to support
the engineers to analyse the existing information efficiently.
FMEA Assistant is created by using existing data from the manufacturing process like FMEA
documents. Failure Analysis (FA), and other domain-specific unstructured texts like production
tools manuals, handbooks, and process descriptions patents, and similar.
In FMEA Assistant, the available documents are AI engineered to address the consistency issues
and incompleteness of available documents and generate the common view on single risks of
different process steps in the semiconductor manufacturing process.

PARTNERS

BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPACTS
Current state-of-the-art solutions for risk management and root cause analysis in
semiconductor manufacturing rely on human experts. With the FMEA Assistant, the
knowledge distributed over text documents produced by individual experts, is collected,
organised, and accessible to users who are not necessarily experts in the field. This allows
fast and reliable knowledge usage for risk assessment and troubleshooting in many different
chip and process development cases in semiconductor manufacturing. The FMEA Assistant
automates the root cause analysis task by using AI-based methods. The research is focused
on the semiconductor industry FMEA analysis, and it is, one of the first of its kind.

SEMICONDUCTOR
Neural network for predicting critical 3D dimensions in
MEMS inertial sensors
DESCRIPTION
The demonstrator uses machine learning to predict product parameters of inertial sensors,
which are determined by the 3-dimensional shape and dimensions of the MEMS device. Data
is collected from several process sources, including product measurements in various process
steps and processing machine conditions.
This data is linked with the measured electromechanical characteristics in wafer probing after
completing processing.
The data is used to build a machine learning model capable of predicting a semi-processed
wafer’s critical parameter. If prediction indicates that the process is drifting, the process recipes
are adjusted to prevent scrap material from being produced.

PARTNERS

BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPACTS
The use of neural networks demonstrated to control the MEMS processes effectively.
The process parameters are linked with product’s electrical test parameters. Inference
is implemented at the SW level and is automated so that the predicted parameters are
continuously updated into a graphical presentation together with the actual measured
parameters for each processed wafer lot.
The graphs contain historical data to visualize trends and there are options to filter the data
based on some specific process details.

SEMICONDUCTOR
Machine vision system developed in the wafer inspection
production line
DESCRIPTION
One of the main challenges in micro and nano-fabrication is the generation of surfaces defects.
The defects are unavoidably generated during such processes as chemical-mechanical polishing,
photo-lithography, etching, diffusion and ion implantation, oxidation, metallization and others.
Increasing the complexing and density of semiconductor devices leads to a rise in the number
of surface defects and dictates stricter requirements for defect detection. The demonstrator
processes the microscopic images of semiconductor wafers and detects surface defects,
providing the results in a readable form, either in a table with coordinates and size of each defect
or in the form of a heat-map of defect location on a wafer. Two types of algorithms for defect
detection are used: a semantic segmentation model based on U-Net architecture and an object
detection model based on Mask-RCNN architecture.

PARTNERS

BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPACTS
New architecture and systems for wafer inspection are developed. Defect detection algorithm
based on a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture is trained with images taken
by an optical scan of the processed wafers. The detection data can be visualized for better
readability as a defect map or presented in a form of a table with coordinates and sizes
of the defects. Within the new wafer inspection system, both semantic segmentation and
object detection models are applied. The trained models are used to predict defects from
the image data. The algorithm of defect detection will be combined with optical scanning of
the wafers to replace manual wafer inspection.

SEMICONDUCTOR
Wafer fault classification
DESCRIPTION
The demonstrator provides a device-integrated solution for the wafer classification problem.
Namely, the device will get pictures from a test equipment and perform real-time data analysis,
giving the category to which the wafer default belongs and binary faulty/non-faulty information.
As wafer images are sensitive data, and access to the production line itself is not possible, the
setup will be made of a computer sending data at production rate to an embedded system
performing on-device classification.
The outcome of the classification, i.e., the category of default wafer features, will be displayed
on a monitor connected to the device. To achieve this task ,the HW accelerator is placed into an
FPGA. Large networks cannot fit into small FPGA, and the system at this stage relies on a human
hardware/software partitioning of the neural network (NN).




 





 





 

 

 






 
 

 
 


 

PARTNERS

BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPACTS
There are two key innovations related to this demonstrator. The first one is integrating the
HW accelerator placed on the FPGA into its SW counterpart: we rely on a new approach that
wraps the register interface of the HW into a message-based conduit. This allows to share
many driver codes without noticeable performance loss and vary the actual IP interface.
The second one is the use of highly quantised neural networks.
This makes on-device acceleration a viable alternative because the basic NN operations’
actual implementation takes only a few tens of lookup tables.

SEMICONDUCTOR
Automatic inspection of SEM cross-section images for
technology verification
DESCRIPTION
For the continuous monitoring of wafer fab process quality, SEM cross section (c/s) images are
taken and etching shapes, deposited thickness and line and spacer width are extracted. After
sample preparation and imaging with the SEM the data has to be evaluated.
The demonstrator presents a fully automated measurement tool-chain. Excellent measurement
quality and stability are required to be to analyse the images. The research focuses on computer
vision tasks and additionally on methods for automated analysis techniques of semiconductor
front-end technologies. The demonstrator provides automation that is necessary for image
measurement and technology identification.
The segmentation will enable a fully automated image measurement and technology verification.

PARTNERS

BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPACTS
The developments within this demonstrator open new innovative ways for semiconductor
front-end process improvement and a new method for counterfeit detection. The deep
learning (DL) component aims to provide fast, reliable, and accurate segmentation based on
grey-scale SEM images. The lack of data to be used for training can find similarities between
the given task and other DL applications in medical image segmentation, computed
tomography images, magnetic resonance images, etc. The necessity of reliable and resilient
segmentations draws further parallels to applications in the field of autonomous driving.

SEMICONDUCTOR
Anomaly detection at process data heavy AI-based wirebonding
DESCRIPTION
Wire-bonding in semiconductor back-end manufacturing is a crucial process for the quality
of the products. Manual setting up monitoring limits on all data generates high effort.
The demonstrator covers the supply chain’s relevant functionalities: developing the
model, deployment, and visualisation for anomaly detection in wire-bonding analysis. By
applying machine learning-based anomaly detection, the target is to detect single outliers
and systematic deviations, which then can be further examined on the severity. Input
data are time series sensor data that are collected during the ultrasonic welding process.
Several limitations regarding the availability, scalability (number of eq. and recipes), and degree
of integration into the production data landscape are considered.

PARTNERS

BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPACTS
From the AI point of view, the methods used for this demonstrator are already
well known. Supplying it to a production engineer easily to set up and use
format can benefit data collected for classical rule-based process control.
By correlating the data to product-specific properties, such as the position and surface of
the bonded device, additional information can be obtained, helping the technical experts to
investigate the root cause of a failure.

SEMICONDUCTOR
Optical outgoing inspection
DESCRIPTION
The demonstrator provides an optical inspection solution working on the same or similar
hardware and software environment. Input data are high-resolution greyscale images;
deviations due to degrading light sources polluted optical devices, and systematically changed
preconditions should be detected and reported to prevent misprocessing. The demonstrator
consists of several phases:
• (Pseudo-)anomaly detection with a pre-trained neural network (NN) for detecting
deviations;
• A pool of labelled images is generated for a supervised approach to build a classifier model
by checking those deviations;
• Deploying this model to unseen productive images and analysing the predictions which
provide information about the target performance.

PARTNERS

BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPACTS
The approach is innovative in making a two-step process by firstly using some unsupervised
trained anomaly detection and secondly analysing (and with this step labelling) deviating
data (e.g., images).
With these data, a supervised training for generating a model is conducted, which can
predict more information. This can be a blueprint on dealing with a lack of labelled data
when starting an AI project.

SEMICONDUCTOR
Digitising product definition
DESCRIPTION
Defining a microelectronic products is about developing and formulating the requirements
determining its features and performances. The goal of this demonstrator is to digitise the
“product definition” in a human and machine-readable fashion, enabling the automation of
subsequent development steps and saving substantial time and effort. The two essential parts
of the demonstrator are:
• Assess product definition via automated application simulations as planned via machine
learning.
• Formulate requirements human and machine-readable to boost automation in subsequent
development steps.
The benefits of the investigated approach will be demonstrated along with automotive drive
applications and the related integrated circuits (ICs), e.g., MOSFETs, gate drivers, or sensors.

PARTNERS

BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPACTS
Systematic assessment of and support for the product definitions of microelectronic power
products based on regression models, support vector machines, and deep learning to the
best of our knowledge is beyond state of the art. The same holds for the relevant aspects
of automated design verification based on human and machine-readable requirements for
the same class of products.
The human and machine-readable formulation of requirements is based on Systems
Modelling Language (SysML) and applied to automating design verification.

